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INT. THE OVAL OFFICE - AFTERNOON

INSERT SUBTITLE - In the near, but hopefully alternate,

future

Enter, DONALD TRUMP, he takes a seat on the couch grabs a

television remote, and presses the power button.

INSERT CU on Donald’s hand pressing the mute button.

RESUME

DONALD TRUMP

Hello, President Obama, or should I

say Ex-President Obama. While I

have this commercial break of my

favorite dvr recording of the

apprentice, let me just say, no

hard feelings for what I’m about to

do these next four years.

Donald is now sitting at the couch looking at the camera

rather than the tv screen.

DONALD TRUMP

I’m a very understanding person,

that’s what everybody tells me

anyway. And I understand that you

have a lot, I mean, a lot of time

on your hands. So with my

tremendous taste in television; I

mean...

Gesturing to the tv where The Apprentice continues playing.

DONALD TRUMP

...it goes without saying. Now

right off the bat, I’d suggest not

to watch the BBC’s Orphan Black.

INSRT Montage of Orphan Black clips according to what Trump

says.

DONALD TRUMP

The pitch goes like this: Sarah

Manning, who is British, comes back

to her hometown that looks like

London, but it’s set in Canada

trying to be America. Which doesn’t

make any sense in a setting stand

point. She comes across a woman who

looks exactly like her. This

Manning lady discovers that there
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CONTINUED: 2.

DONALD TRUMP (cont’d)
are several women that look like

her with different lives, like

they’re clones or something.

RESUME

DONALD TRUMP

I have a lot of friends who are

feminists and they agree with me

when I say it’s offensive that a

majority of female roles are played

by the same woman. To me, it’s

saying all women look the same, and

even though she’s a beautiful woman

and I’d absolutely date her if I

wasn’t married already.

INSERT Montage of more clips from Orphan Black

DONALD TRUMP

Now I’m not a scientist. OK? At

that, I’m in a disadvantage that I

don’t like where there is too much

going on in this show. When a male

police officer gets involved, a

male geneticist controlling a

corporation with some bad P-R

methods. All I’m saying is as a

man, I find all of these male roles

offensive. We are depicted in such

a bad way.

RESUME

DONALD TRUMP

So with that in mind, I’d strongly

suggest not to watch Orphan Black.

Instead, get a chance to see The

Great Wall with Matt Damon.

INSERT Clips of The Great Wall

DONALD TRUMP

Now this is part is absolutely

true: When Max Brooks and Yimou

Zhang were getting ready for this.

They actually came to me for some

good ideas about what my thoughts

were, and they loved it all them. I

know everything about walls.

Everything I said they wrote down.

I’m serious. I’m full of great

ideas.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

RESUME

DONALD TRUMP

So, Mr. Obama, I hope you take my

advice and not watch Orphan Black.

Thank you, God Bless America and

me.

Trump winks at the camera, then turns to face the TV.

Unmutes it,

FADE TO BLACK


